Always, Sometimes, Never
Aims and Outcomes:
•
•

•

Students will identify over-generalisations, assumptions, stereotypes and
prejudices in our everyday thinking.
Students will think creatively and critically in relation to the statements,
identifying exceptions and limitations in relation to the statements and the
categories, Always, Sometimes, Never.
Students will reflect critically on the implications of affirming a universal,
absolute rule and on how important context is when making generalisations.

Activity:
Organise class into groups of 4 and give statements sorting activity followed by
whole class feedback and discussion
Students must consider whether each of the statements is always true, sometimes
true or never true and sort them into groups labelled Always, Sometimes, Never.
Class discussion will result in all the statements being placed in the ‘Sometimes’
category. Finding examples to highlight problems with or exceptions to a statement
being accepted as an absolute, universal command will be easier for some
statements than others.
Facilitation Questions for Classroom Discussion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What if the statement was always true?
What if the statement was never true?
Can everyone do what the statement suggests?
Should everyone do what the statement suggests?
How might the exceptions to the statement be important?
Is the statement clear or could it be misunderstood?
Are all the statements equally important?
Are there any assumptions in the statement?
Are their any stereotypes or prejudices in the statement?

Eat fruit and vegetables every day

Take regular cardiovascular exercise

Let girls go first

Tell the truth

Help a stranger in need

Look before crossing a road

Be thankful for everything you have

Get angry

Use violence

Do what you are told to do

Read the instructions

Clean your teeth

Recycle

‘Some’ Concept Line
Aims and Outcomes:
•
•

Students will work collaboratively to rank alternative terms for ‘some’ as a
spectrum between ‘all’ and ’none’
Students will reflect on and become familiar with the wealth of terms available
instead of ‘some’ to enable precision when making generalisations.

Activity:
Draw a line on the board with the term ‘Always/All’ at one end, ‘Never/None’ at the
other and the line itself labelled ‘Some’ alternatives. Could use a rope and have
resources printed large enough for floor use.

Always/All

Never/None
‘Some’ alternatives

Display/distribute the 30 alternative words or phrases for ‘Some’ to the class.
Invite pupils to work individually and collectively to place the terms in a rational order,
one at a time, on the concept line.
Students should give reasons using examples and evidence when placing the words
and phrases on the line. They may need to adjust the placing of the words and
phrases as the activity develops.
Encourage students to give examples/contexts of when a word or phrase is used
appropriately and when it is not.
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